The DCMJ models are designed for multi-shift applications handling up to 1,000 drums and barrels per month.

Double "Parrot-Beak" Clamps assure safe, efficient handling on all standard steel, plastic and fibre Drums.

- No hydraulic/electrical connections
- Picks up drums automatically
- Handles steel, poly, fibre drums
- Full 1 year warranty
- Fully mechanical

Standard Duty Double Clamp Parrot-Beak Technology

Plastic  Quick-Claw  Steel

Contact Liftomatic at 1-800-837-6540
LIFTOMATIC™

DCMJ Double Clamping Mechanism

Carriage Mounts
The DCMJ can be purchased as pictured with an adjustable slide-on mount, a permanent-weld slide-on mount, or as a carriage mount to reduce the load center and work in tight-aisle applications.

Pick up and release even damaged drums with the DCMJ...up to 3 at a time.

Whatever your application, the DCMJ double clamping mechanism will handle steel, fibre or plastic drums up to 2,000 lbs. capacity. Parrot Beak™ jaw mechanisms operate perfectly on tight lids, removable lids and any bead or rim size whether the drum is open, closed, battered, misaligned or tightly stacked. The DCMJ is mechanical and totally automatic. No hydraulic or electrical connections are ever required. And depending on the width of your fork lift carriage, you can use 1, 2 or 3 units to safely, easily and economically handle drums for stacking, loading or transporting.

Articulated Heads
Articulated mounting provides lateral and horizontal movement to compensate for tight spaces and/or uneven drum pick-up levels.

Unique Clamping Mechanism
Our unique "parrot-beak" mechanism eliminates one point pick-up stress and is recommended where the bead or chime will not handle the strain of being engaged at one point.

Cushioned Support Cradle
A special belt cradle offers complete protection for fibre, light gauge or lithographed drums, and is standard equipment on all four models of the DCMJ attachment.